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Abstract. The target threat ranking and grading assessment is the premise of the 

firepower allocation and also is an important part of the combat command and control 

system. A general model of the target threat grading assessment problem is formulated 

and the linear weighted comprehensive assessment method is proposed in this paper. 

Analyzing limitation in determination of target threat grades using the maximum 

membership degree principle, the target threat grading assessment model and method are 

proposed by introducing the definition of grade determinant values and the concept of 

the two-tuples linguistics. The proposed methodology may provide theory basic and 

intelligent support for combat command and decision and can be easily extended to solve 

multiattribute/criterion group sorting decision problems.  

Introduction 

Target Threat Assessment, also known as estimated or Threat judgment, contains the sort 

of target Threat judgment and the grade of target Threat Assessment two aspects. Target 

threat assessment is closely related to the battlefield situation assessment, its main task 

is in accordance with the relevant data by manual intervention infer the enemy targets to 

the size of the target threat degree, the result wi ll directly affect their deployment and 

adjustment of fire distribution. Target threat assessment, has been a commander and 

military experts focus on the problems, because of the war in traditional relatively 

changes its complexity, scale, speed and technical content is low, rely on the commander 

and the military expert knowledge and experience can finish the work of target threat 

judgment. But in today's information-based war, with only a commander and military 

experts knowledge and experience to judge and decision-making have been unable to 

meet the requirements. 

On the research of target threat assessment at home and abroad a lot, especially in the 

theoretical model and the method of research on different  [1]. Due to the influence of 

target threat degree of many factors, including the target type, distance, height, speed, 

course short, interference ability, quantity, etc., and between these factors influence 

often conflict each other, not commensurability, therefore target threat assessment in 

essence can be summarized as a kind of multiple attribute or multi -factor comprehensive 

evaluation problems. 

Some research on the grade of target threat sequencing and evaluation as the same 

kind of problem to solve [2] [3]. In fact, after the comprehensive value of target threat 

was obtained threat level is needed according to the setting threshold, the comprehensive 

value of target threat judgment whether meet the threshold condition to determine the 

grade of target threat, it has a direct influence on and the fire d istribution. This article 

explores the binary semantic model and the method for grade of target threat for 

processing. 
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Grade of Target Threat Evaluation Mathematical Description  

There is a group of target jT ( nj ,,2,1  )sets, a threat factor },,,{ 21 nTTTT   threat for 

subset; By taking ke ( hk ,,2,1  ) said the threat leve },,,{ 21 mfffF  , and regulation. 

The first threat level with a threat level than the first  one is strong, all set a level of 

threat level },,,{ 21 heeeE  . 

Target jT
 threat level about if the characteristics of the value of

)( jikijk Tfy 
. Can be 

visually represented as in matrix form
( )j ijk m hy Y

, referred to jT
 as the target's threat 

level characteristic value of matrix. Said in the first line, the goal jT
 of all the 

eigenvalues of the threat if  level of threat factor, and the first column represents the 

target all the eigenvalues of the threat factors of threat level, remember to  
T

21 ),,,( mjkjkjkj yyy y
( hk ,,2,1  ). 

The characteristic values for grade of target threat ijky
( mi ,,2,1  ； hk ,,2,1  )Type is 

usually not the same, need to do to its standardization transformation, makes:  

1R ( ) [0,1]ijk ijk ijky y   
 

In this type, 1  is threat factor level is characteristic value standardization method or 

transform operator, according to the actual selection; R  Is a real number set.  

Use type (1) can be normalized jY
 referred to as the standardization of the target 

threat factor level characteristic value of matrix
( )j ijk m h μ

. Similarly, expressed in 
T

1 2( , , , )jk jk jk mjk  μ
 all about the standardization of the threat factor eigenvalues jT

. 

Threat level division is a fuzzy concept, the subjectivity of the larger depends on the 

defenders don't performance and decision thought, friend or foe of battlefield, and many 

other factors, therefore, jμ  is considered to be a and a fuzzy relation between F  and 

E  , which is about the membership degree of threat level ijk
, jkμ  is about all the threat 

factor the membership degree of the vector. jμ  Can also be called of the level of threat 

factor evaluation vector, referred to as the level o f threat factor evaluation matrix jμ . 

According to some kind of evaluation method for grade of target threat or rally 

operator : 
2[0,1] [0,1]m h h  ,can get the target jT

( nj ,,2,1  ) for all the threat level of 

comprehensive membership ke
 vector is: 

      ),( jj μωU               (1) 

Type, 
T

21 ),,,( m ω
 is a threat factor weight vector. 

),,,( 21 jhjjj uuu U
 is a 

membership degree vector. 
]1,0[),(  jkjku μω
( hk ,,2,1  )and 

1
1
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jku

 

The number of target threat level comprehensive membership vector visually 

represented as hnjku  )(U
,in matrix form, referred to as the comprehensive membership 

degree matrix for grade of target threat. In type (1) a relatively simple linear weighted 

comprehensive evaluation model of the specific form is commonly used:  
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Grade of Target Threat Assessment Method of Maximum Membership Degree 

In the grade of target threat assessment of the existing literature, often using 

maximum membership degree principle, namely the origin 1
max{ }jkjk

k h
u u

 


 Belong to the 

first a threat level the evaluation target jT
. 

A threat level level variables defined as ke
( hk ,,2,1  ), the level of the target for 

determining value is: 
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In this type, j
 is the number is a dimensionless index, levels between 1 (that is 1e ) 

threats and between threat h , contains a comprehensive membership grade of target 

threat information and threat level 2. Because most of the time is not necessarily an 

integer, need further reasonable integer, says the biggest integer not greater than  j
, that 

is: 

kj ][
                (3) 

Suppose you have 5 enemy air attack target jT
( 5,,2,1 j ), by type (2) the level of its 

decision value is calculated as listed in Table 1. 

 

Table1 the enemy air attack target level decision value  
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Figure 1．   Enemy air attack target level decision value 

Based on the principles of maximum membership degree obviously are:
1][ 1 

, 

2][][][ 432  
, 

3][ 5 
 

The conclusion that apparently do not agree with figure 1 intuitive judgment, put 2 、

3  and 4  the corresponding target 2T 、 3T
 and threat assessment for level 2 is not 

reasonable. It is necessary in the evaluation of each batch of the grade of target threat, 

but also comprehensive considering the threat level in the degree of difference between 

each group of target. 

Binary Semantic Methods and Application 

A grade of target threat assessment method of binary semantic basic principle  

Binary semantic concept [4][5][6] first appeared in the uncertainty decision problems, 

now apply it for grade of target threat evaluation. If target jT
( nj ,,2,1  ) level 

determine value is
],1[ hj 
, the second yuan semantics can be represented as binary 

sequence groups
),( jkke 

, and among them
Eek   and 

)5.0,5.0[jk
, specific meaning 

can be described as: (1) ke
 is defined in advance good order in the "threat", said by 

level determination 
},,,{ 21 heeeE 

, and the most worth to close to the threat level; 

Transfer value j
, (2) jk

 is symbol representation and for grade of target  jT
 threat 

assessment results are obtained by the deviation of value (positive and negative 

respectively positive and negative deviation).  

If jT
( nj ,,2,1  ) level decision value meet the conditions:  

5.05.0  kk j           (4) 

The assessment jT
 for the level of threat (that is ke

). 

In order to depict the target belongs to the deviation  degree of threat level, use 

deviation value is expressed as 
kjjk 

.Clearly, 
5.05.0  jk

. If
)0,5.0[jk

 

(that 
|| jk
 is smaller), the greater 

),1( kkj 
 the criterion, and the more close to k , 

its corresponding target jT
 by also belongs to the level of threat gradually reduced the 

threat level k . On the other hand, if the smaller  
)5.0,0(jk

, smaller 
)1,(  kkj , and 

the more close to k , the corresponding belongs to the greater threat level. If  
0jka 

, 

then jv k
, its corresponding right belongs to the level of the target  k . 

Using the concept of binary semantic explanation type (4): the level of target jT
 

decision value represented as binary semantic
),( jkke 

, which said the threat level 
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assessment ke
, jk

 said, j
 and by its deviation method for grade of target threat.  

Using mathematical language, can be described as: :[1, ] [ 0.5,0.5)h E     there is a 

reversible map making 

 

[1, ] ( ) ( , ) [ 0.5,0.5)j j k jkh e E        , )(Round jk              (5) 

Type, Rounded integral function or operator. Obviously,   the inverse mapping 
1 : [ 0.5,0.5) [1, ]E h      

1( , ) [ 0.5,0.5) ( , ) [1, ]k jk k jk je E e h       
 

Set 
),( jkke 
、 ),( ille 

 respectively is the target jT
 and iT

 the level of determination 

of the value, j
、 i  the binary semantic, provisions of its size is as follows:  

(A)if lk ee  (or lk  ), then ),(),( illjkk ee   ；  

(B)if lk ee  (or lk  ), then: ① when iljk   , ),(),( illjkk ee   ；②when iljk   , 

),(),( illjkk ee   ；③when iljk   , ),(),( illjkk ee   . 

Accord of A condition if the grade of target threat is high, regardless of their deviation, 

its corresponding target threat level for determining value binary semantic. And Accord 

of B condition said in the same conditions, for grade of target threat targe t threat level 

for determining value binary semantic depends on the size of the deviation value, the 

smaller the deviation, the greater its corresponding binary semantic.  

Then, according to the binary semantic 
),( jkke 

 threat level assessment and the threat 

of target jT
( nj ,,2,1  )in order. The specific methods and steps are as follows:  

Step 1: using the type (5) to calculate the target jT
( nj ,,2,1  ) threat level for 

determining value j
 binary semantic 

),( jkke 
; 

Step 2: according to ),( jkke   to determine all the batch of target threat level, and follow 

the order from large too small to determine the size of target threat sequencing, namely: 

the threat level is not at the same time, high threat level, its threat sorting at the top; 

Threat level at the same time, the deviation of small goals jk , the threat sequencing at 

the top. 

Bthe use of the grade of target threat assessment method of binary semantic instance  

Using table 1, according to the type (5) to calculate the target jT
( 5,,1j ) threat 

level for determining value j
 binary semantic; Reusing binary semantic concepts and 

size relations, can be set for all grade of target threat and threats size sorting, as shown 

in Table 2.

 

Table 2 the enemy air attack target threat level assessment results and sorting  

target 1T  2T  3T  4T  5T  
decision value 1.90 2.01 2.43 2.97 3.36 

threat level by type (3) 1 level 2 level 2 level 2 level 3 level 

binary semantic (2,-0.1) (2,0.01) (2,0.43) (3,-0.03) (3,0.36) 

threat level from binary 

semantic 
2 level 2 level 2 level 3 level 3 level 

threat sorting from 

binary semantic 
1 2 3 4 5 
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As can be seen from Table 2, based on binary semantic evaluation and by type (3) for 

grade of target threat assessment is different, not only the conclusion in conformity with 

the principle of the previous analysis, more abundant and available information.  

Conclusion 

Based on binary semantic research shows that the grade of target threat evaluation model 

and method can not only determine the grade of target threat reasonably, can also 

distinguish the same threat level target threat sequencing, for automatic command and 

control system for grade of target threat assessment of symbolic computation provides a 

new scientific approach, to improve the level of operation supporting command decision 

and timeliness has important reference value. In addition, the grade of target threat 

assessment is essentially a special kind of multiple attribute (or goal, principles, factors 

and index) comprehensive evaluation (or decision) problem, so this paper established the 

grade of target threat assessment of binary semantic method can broaden the application 

to the multiple criteria group classification decision problems in other areas.  
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